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NISC AND RECRUITERS (an editorial comment)
VOTE
The term "open campus" has al.''OPEN
ways been used to describe Northeastern's attitude toward campus
visitors. This has meant that, so
CAMPUS''
· long as civil laws were not infringed
by the people visiting, they were
welcome
here.
FRIDAY
Many .older, "established" institutions have developed over the
years extensive systems of complex
regulations governing campus visitation, and colleges often specify
who may and who many not speak
· · on campus. One of the things about
Northeastern which most of us
cherish is that, throughout our brief
history we have not permitted these
oppressive denials of the basic right
to speak on a public campus to develop.
As a result of the Viet Nam conflict, there has been a growing
challenge from some concerned
students that permitting military recruiters on the campus places the
institution "in a position of condoning the military's involvement in
that war. They have demanded that
Northeastern' s policy governing
campus recruiting, which, at this
time is really not a policy at all
since virtually anyone is permitted
to speak (or recruit) here, be
changed, banning recruiters from
campus.
As you know, a Presidential
committee was set up to examine
the present policy, and to determine
wheth e r or not it should be
changed. The committee has called
an open hearing on Friday from
11 :00 until 2: 00 to discu ss this matter.
We recommend that everyor:ie attend this discussion to urge that no
change be made in our existing policy. We realize that military recruiters are not acting in the interests of
college students, and that they are
here essentially in search of raw
materials to feed into their immoral
war. Of course, we urge that, when
they come, no one sign up to be
sucked in their War machine.
But, contemptuous though we are
of these men and their function, we
still must accept their right to vi sit
this campus and represent their interests.
Banning anyone from speaking or
recruiting here would be setting an
ugly precedent. Just as a small, organized pressure group has almost
caused the military to be banned, so
other groups could ban the targets ·
of their hatred, especially when we
have invited in the past such controversial visitors as Rennie Davis
and the Black Panthers.
In past weeks we've been pushing rather hard for student representation. For the first time that
representation looks like it may be
taking shape. Friday' s meeting is
just another call to action for concerned students. Our campus must
•be kept open to everyone, and we
must let the committee know that.
See you Friday afternoon.
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BOBBY LEE ON BLACI{ UNITY
The racial unity of which so
Ope n Letter to m y Blac k Brothmany speak, raise s the bigger
ers, Word about U nity:
Wise men tell us that men ta lk question of identity, w hich for the
most about those things they do
non-white individual s is a problem
too often associated with that most
not posse ss. Since the people of
COf!!pl ex of subjects: C olor
Afri can a ncestry in America have
been drawn fro m so many di verse
Unless the Afro-American bet rib a l , n a ti o nal a nd r eg ional
source s and possess so many dif- gins to understand what makes
fering experiences even within the men want to act together, hi s goal_
of racial un ity is a daydrea m and
framework of the oppressive slave
and post slave system, the daugh- he will spend his life in noisy .
talks, endless name-calling and
ters and sons of Africa talk endfruitless searching. Furthermore,
lessly about unity .
A mystical, racial 'unity has gen- , since the white society empolys
its ma ximu power to create diserally been their most fervant
hope and cry, while division, op- unity, without proper underportuni sm and confu sion is their standing the Afro-American will
be thwarted. Black unity will be
everyday experience . This racial
unity is pursued by different de- ac hieved onl y after Afro-Amerivices a nd appeals, including the cans first begin to build the ideomost current the me, the myslogical ba sis for their movement ;
tique of Blackness and the notion second, work the enlistment of all
of a common hatred of the oppresthose who share their point of
mr. In see king their racial unity view, a nd the conversion of some
:lirectly, the Afro-American and of the rest of Africa' s children to
the so-called Negro reveal a tre- the V iew ; third, develo p and susmendou s lack of understa nding of tai n their own rad ical movement ;
fou rth , accept the fact that even
the forces a nd ideas that bind men
together into wo rka ble groups . if the rac ial unity is to be attai nUnity or group solidarity, while
ed , the Negro middle class will
rooted in a concept of mutual by and large have to be written
help, is difficult e nough to define, off and out. For that group seems
certai nl y far more difficult to
to wa nt to always remain loyal to
achieve .
their present sponsors and their

post a ncestors: The Pig.

P.S. Most boot-tickers will say
to a freedom fighter, "well I don't
like people to force anything on
me," and he'll say "I like to have
time to think about doing something concerning the plight of the
people and I'd like to have time to
think about making a choic"e."
The people are giying you three
alternatives.
I . Either you are going to
stand at the head of the people
and lead them to their human
rights and to total freedom .

■

2. Stand behind the people
gesticulating and criticizing their
movement.
3. Get out in front and oppose th em.

You have three choices, but
the people are going to make
things so hot that you will have to
make that choice quickly.
Power to the People
Bobby Lee
Field Representative
Rainbow Coalition

GREEN PLOTTING TAKEOVER OF PRINT?
Ken Davis:
An informed source has told me
that the reason that you gave Dave
Green his old job back because he's
really blackmailing you .
This sa me person in high posi--

tion infor med me that Green possesses a n unscrupulous character
which may mean that he one day
will try to take over the P RI NT,
leaving us poor readers wit h a complete volu me of Green every week.

Please a nswer these charges.
Lyve A i-nes .
I
E d . No te: T his is ridiculous. Dave
G reen j ust. isn't sm art enough to
engineer something that sinister.
Haven't you read his colum n?

DISTRIBUTION POLICY BUGS HIM
Recently a newspaper, paid fo r
by a grant from the N ISC Peace
Council , has been distributed o n
campus. Thou gh no form al na me
a ppeared o n the sheets t he last
grou p of sheets were called "A Student's C ounterattac k." M y compla int has to do with the way the
pa per is bein g d istributed, not wit h
the editori a l poli cy. In fac t, I have
not read the paper; t herefore, I
consider it o nl y one more fo rm o f
journa lism.
,
I was sitting in the libra ry whe n,
pl op, · " A Stude nt's Counterattack" fe ll on the book I was reading. I picked the pa per up a nd
placed it on my other books. A
gruff, peevish voice said, " It's. a

newspaper ." I told him I knew that '
but t hat I was studying. "Too
bad ," he answered. I began saying
someth ing else but decided it
wasn't wort h it.
As I wat, ·-ed , the paper's distributor casua _;y and carelessly
ambled about the library dropping
the pa per he re and there. Occasionall y people looked up but the d istributor couldn't care less.
Can't these p ropaganda pushers
ever realize that they too must begin to respect the rights of others?
Students who a re in the library are
the re to study, not to be pitc hed a
newspaper. Libraries aren't ci rcus
grounds. The overused library has
its fu ll share of students who can

easil y be distracted by the huge
a mounts of po pulatio n he re a t
NISC.
Students il')terested in reading
extra-curricular materia ls, whatever these readin g materi als ca n be
fo und in lo un ges and other public
places such as the cafeteria. Students can a lso c hoose to bri ng u ndergrou nd pa pers into the library,
of course. But this is quite different fro m havi ng to be pestered by
no n-stu dying hawkers .
Firm rules should be established
to keep hawkers o u t of the library.
Papers ca n be ha nded ou t in ma ny
pla ces o n this campus. The libra ry
shouldn't be one of those places.
·
Arnold Wolma n

MOURNS LOSS OF TS & ME
lt's too bad that a sma ll portion
of the student popula tio n a t Northeastern don't ha ve a sense o f humor. In case you haven't guessed ,
I'm referring to the article appearing in PRINT two weeks ago, TS
&ME.

I feel the a rt icle was quite humorous a nd in perfect taste. Those
who took offense obviously have a
persecution complex.
Why doesn't someone compla in
about Mondo Crypto's obvious hatred of the Polish people (a rticle

appearing in the Feb. 11 issue)
I hope that the PRINT will reconsider its decision of dropping
TS& ME.
Sincerely
Dave Corbett

MORE ON TS & ME, MONDO CRYPTO
I was ve ry disappointed when I
read the latest edit ion o f Mondo
C rypto . I thought that the way
Mondo las hed out a t TS & ME as
bigots was unwise a nd unca lled for.

I am sure that what was written
in TS & ME was not mea nt as a putdown ,on Judaism, but merel y -a
tongue-in-check jibe a t Chuck a nd
Ja y.

In closing, if M .C. is getting so
stale that he has to take pot shots at
his friends for material in his col umn, maybe he should hang up the
·old pen .
Bob Wright

Tht• ,01·t l1t·a~t•·1·11

OPRIN T
W ell, g ood morn ing . How are you?
Yo u r . r e gula r staff "" bo x editor, Da v e

G reen, isn 't here to d ay, so this is Ken
fi ll ing i n .

Since the re isn't ci s taff box contest
schedu led for th is w eek, (Everybo dy who

enters those things is a c heat o r a liar
a nywa y) let' s take this op portu nity to
get some other b usiness o u t of t he way.
Thi s fine
avant-g a rde
colle giate
publication is pu t toge t her at No rt heaste rn Illinois Stat e Co lleg e, 5500 N .
St. Loui s, Chicago. Op i nion s e xp r e ssed
herein are not necessarily those of any
member of the academic commun ity
other than the author or authors. Or
something like that.
You new S.B. editor can ' t think of all
· the witty, grammatically incorrect thi ngs
that Dave turns out, so the staff box
probably looks pretty straight this week.
It looks like that just about wraps ...
No, wait, here's a spec ial bulletin.
We' re hold i ng . an emergency " Griff
Pitts, wear whiter shirts" contest. As
many men may know, scrowl~d across
the wall in the second floor mens' room
is the aforementioned piece of graffiti,
and we, as a public service, as going to
see what we can do about it.
In order to enter, buy a bottle or box
of your favorite detergent and take it to
his off i ce tomorrow du r ing the
ten o'clock coffee hour. If he tries one of
them and it works, you will win whatever
prize he g ives you. Sounds like furi , huh?
Now for more fun ...

RIFF- RAFF
Noise p ollution . . . . . . . . ... Ken Davi s
DDT. . . . . . . . ..... .. . . . . La rry Spaeth
Litter. . . . . . . .. . .... .. . .Lynn Musson
Untreated sewage . . .... . . Dove Green
Sul ph ur Dio xi d e . . . . . . . . . Roge r Bader
Ero sio n . . . . . . . . . . . . . .C o nnie M c N eely
Ca r bon M onoxi d e ...... .Ma ura George
Ex haust Fume s. . . . . . . Bill Sp reitze r
Overpopulatio n . . . . ... ..Mi ke Gil more,
M elody Cobleigh, Fred English, Barb
Sielecki, Cindy Dubas, Marnie Fo rnier,
Madeline Poster, Frank Konrad, St eve
M andell, Ron M iddleton, Ri ch Sears,
Sue Mason, Ba rb Ulman, No re e n C iesielczyk, M onika Czeh ak.

DEPARTMENTS
Corey' s Place . ... . .... .. . .Gene Corey
Mondo Crypto ... .Gary- Dale Stockmann
Environmenta l ' Quality ..M ickey Sagrillo
Del Breckenfel_d . .Darrel Q . Breckenfeld
Social ist Bulletin . . . . . Hal Bluethman
French th i ng .... . .. . ... ... F.R. Ferrier
: inema . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. Rich Rzadzki

CELEBRITIES
Brand new staff member Ellen Friedman
Mexican Corr!"spondent Arnold Wolman
Staff member Emeritus . .. . . . . ... . . •...
.. ... . . ... ... .. . .Marcella G . Krueger
Philanthorop ist . .. . . ....... . .Les Klug
Cindy Dubas' new boyf,iend .. .. . . . . .
. . . .... ... . . . ... .. . . ... Mel Skvarla
A dedicated, hard working man .. . . . . . .
. . ..... ... ... ... ... . .. . Chuck Stamps
Hoodlum . . . . . . . . ... . Dave Meissner
Faculty member of the week . . . . . • . . ..
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . Leo Segedin
Student of the Week . .. ..Marge Smith
Facul'ty member of last week . . . . . . . . . .
. . ... . ... . .. . .. .. .. . .. Duke Frederick
Our Leader (sponsor) .. .. . E.M. Liebow
cong ~'.'!".lation ~ ~rs_'. and Dr. Du! C>ur

No rtht•t1 .,·r,...n, PRI N T Edilorial Pm 1d : K en D ad.\·, Edilo r; Lur0 · Spm• th, 811 .,·im •.-..-. Ma1111 ;:a;

- ·- - - .

Ly1111 M u.H·on, M anaKin;: Editor;

R o1.:er Hada, Plwto,:rapl,y Editor; Dm·id Gn•,•11 . S po rt.-. Editor.
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Th~ Student Assembly

GREENBERG DISBANDS
COM;MITTEES;
UNION OF STUDENTS IS
FORMED
What had last week bee n termed a near
crisis in students' no n- representation in
campu s affa irs may have been averted
T hursday when slightly more than 200
students attended the special student assembly to discuss the problem.
Jay Byron, the student governments
Presidential assistant, opened the meeting
with a few remarks about past 'activities
which directly involved students- matters
in which they were not represented .at all.
He turned the assembly over to Chuck
Greenberg, who has been acting President
of the student government since early this
trimester. Greenberg delivered a ten minute speech, in which he made an appeal
for students to recognize the magnitude of
the problem. He outlined five areas in
which he saw critical need for student
governance.
• Curriculum. "The faculty has found it
more important to concern themselves
with appointment and salary than to deal
with the pressing issue of curriculum reform," he said.
• Majors' Councils. The concept of students and faculty coming together to discuss common departmental issues and
problems, he said, has been relatively unsuccessful "except in a few departments."
• Fee Increases . H e co nfessed that he
alone was responsible fo r approving the
Union fee increase on behalf of students.
• Faculty. It has occured to me that a
number of faculty members have shown
irresponsibil ity in their positions. Failure
to keep offi ce hours a nd appointments.
Failure to attend classes and a di sinterest
in students in general. (Student Government should be in a positio n whe re they
ca n successfully ha ndle cases in which
students have received unfair treatment.)
What about the cases that have a risen
where students have had their grades lowered because they had the audacity to disagree with an instructor. What about the
students in the Economics Department
who are having difficulty in receiving a
degree in Economics after they were
promised by the Economics Faculty that
such a degree would be available. At this
time, there still isn' t a degree offered in
Economics. I can go on and on, but I've
made my point. We need a Student Affairs
Board that can deal with these issues and
protect the rights of every student. Every
issue, no matter how small it may seem,
must have a direction where it can be
channeled and dealt with fairly and speedily. This campus has no such organ," he
declared.
• Quality of Education. He explained,
"The Department of Education, the largest on this campus is a disgrace to Higher
Education, Middle Education, and anything else that involves intellectual activity. How many people in this auditorium
can honestly say they will fee l prepared to
teach all types of children when they leave
this institution. How many of us ha ve con-·
sidered that teaching in the Chicago
Educational System can, at the best, be
difficult and, at the worst , be living hell . h
the Education Department fulfilling its responsibility in dealing with the different
cultures and sub-cultures that the city of
Chicago is made up of? Have any of you
considered that the rec ent expose in the

The student assembly drew well over 200 participants, over 70 of whom came to the stage afterward to sign up for woi-k in Majors'
Councils, or to help found the new Union of Students.
Chicago papers about the quality of education in Chicago can be related very specifically with teacher-training in the colleges . Every year, NISC graduates 1,000
students and calls them teachers. How
many students in grade school and· high
school will they come in contact with.
Maybe 30,000. Is it fair to these students
to give them something Jess than the best
in education - I think not."
Toward the conclusion of his address,
Greenberg· dn;>pped the bombshell. "At
this time it is necessary, though unfortunate, that I must use the powers of the
President as stated in Article 3 section 4
of our present constitution: To suspend
and remove from office all committee
members ; from all standing committees
until such time as a new constitution is
ratified an_d a new government is elected."
This meant that student participation of
the Concert Committee, Student Affairs
Council, Building and Gro·unds and Commencement Committees, the Instructional
Council, and the Student Fees Allocations
Committee would be frozen , thu s rendering most of them inoperable.
By Frida y the Student Affairs Council
had agreed not to meet, and Greenberg
had received word from most student
membe rs of the fe es committee that they

would no longer meet. The concert committee had decided to continue with the
Vienna Boys' Choir program, but to cancel any other programs.
The effective freeze on the Student
Fees Allocations Committee, of course,
means that no further supplementary
budgets can be considered, and no work
will be done in preparation for considering
next year's club and activity budgets.
Ad-Hoc committees, however, will continue to function , since they are not
strictly under the jurisdiction of student
government appoitttment. Included in this
group are the Building Program committees, the Constitution committee, the
recruiter policy review committee and
several others.
·Greenberg hit hard at the need ' for student governance, and made some proposal s which he felt might stimulate some interest in the function . He suggested a tuition and stipend for books for all elected
me mbe rs of the senate, that salaries be
paid to the President, Vice President and
a full-t ime Secretary, as well as salaries
for committee members " commensurate
to the time necessary in fulfilling their
funct ions."
He concluded by asking for positive action. He insisted that all interested stu-

dents who wished to sign for work on
departmental councils, or who wished to
help draft the new constitution, join him
on stage. There was a brief discussion,
and the meeting ended with over seventy
interested students signing up for work.
The group then retfred from the stage to
a classroom, where it was decided that a
separate group, calling itself the Union of
Students, should be formed.
The new group's function is not at this
time clear, but at this writing well over
seventy have joined, and the next meeting
has been slated for this Saturday afternoon . Greenberg appears to be in full support of the group. When contacted at bis
home on Sunday, he informed PRINT
that he was intending to use the group as a
kind of temporary senate, bringing matters
before it for their discussion. "It's the only
thing on this campus close to a representative body right now,".he said.
Greenberg indicated that, if the group
was able to enlist more support, be felt
sure that it would be able in the future to
assemble and run a slate of candidates for
the senate itself.
At its Saturday meeting, the Union of
Students will make more detailed deci,.
sions regarding its internal operating structure. We'll have more on it then.
•
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NEIGHB·ORS MAY BLOCK PURCHASE OF BERNARD ST. HOUSE

Above: Dean Howenstine, Dr. Goldberg, Rep. Bernard Wolfe
Below: Aid. Seymour Simon.

On February I 0th there was a meeting
in President Sachs' office between the rep-resentatives of the surrounding community · and college representatives concerning Northeastern's attempts to acquire a building on the 5500 block of Bernard Street for use as a temporary student
union . Present from the community were
Mrs. Grace Ader, President of HoHywood
North Park Civic Association, Mr. Bernard Wolfe, State Representative to this
district, and Mr. Seymour Simon, Alderman of this Ward. They met with President .Sachs, Dean Goldberg, Dean How- ·
enstine, Mr. Skvarla (Campus Planning)
Director of the Student Union Cliff Harralson, Student Chuck Greenberg and
members of the PRINT to relay some objections and fears they 'had about Northeastern expanding into the Bernard Street
house .
The representatives from the area expressed concern over basically three problems. The first is a legal matter over the
city zoning laws. These laws would not
permit the Union to be set up in the Bernard Street house. The street is zoned
only for single reside nce homes. President
Sachs, however, said that NISC's attorney had advised him that since the Northeastern is State property the city zoning
laws would not be binding to us . This
brought up a second problem which involves how the people of the neighborhood will react when they hear about
Northeast1ern not being bound by the Zoning Laws. Mrs. Ader revealed that there
are residents of the area who are afraid
that this will lead to the state exercising
the right of eminent domain . This would
cause them to lose their homes and the
lifetime of savings they had put into those
homes .
The third problem is the fear of the
neighborhood that the area will be
down-graded by increased student traffic.
Sachs, Howenstine, and Greenberg did
their best to calm the fears that had been
expressed. It was agreed that these fears
had stemmed from a lack of communication between the college and the community . They decided that a meeting
should be held between the actual people
involved (those living on Bernard) and the
college. At this meeting these questions
will be discussed and hopefully resolved.
The people agreed on February 18
(tonight) for the meeting and the future of
the temporary Student Union on Bernard
Street hangs in the balance.

..
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. Above: Mrs. Grace Ader. Below: President Sachs

RECRUITER COMMITTEE TO
~HOLD OPEN HEARINGS FRIDAY
NISC's Ad-Hoc committee to review
policy governing campus recruiting decided at its seco nd meeting last Friday that
it would schedule an open hearing on Febru ary 20 to sample opinions of the community on this controversial matter.
The committee was set up after the.
heated controversy surrounding the Marines' visit here last October.
Two new members joined the committee
thi s week from the faculty. Duke Frederick
and Mitch Vogel agreed to work with the
group at its own request, since the Faculty
Senate, which has the official responsibility
of appointing faculty , had still not acted.
Faculty member Herbert Lamp had also
agreed to work with the committee, but was
unable to attend this meeting. The Faculty
Senate may now either approve these members or appoint ot her~.
Because of the committee's operation
last week without faculty members at all,
President Sachs had refused to act upon
last week's recommendation ( PRINT:
Feb. 11) th at military recruitment be suspended for the duration of the review .
Valerie Gallagher, Director of Place-

...... ..

,. ··-,.,~·1

_.·,

/ ,,.,..,,.

ment and a member of the committee, had
threatened last week after the committee
vote to suspend recruiting that she was considering resigning. Neither she nor Eldridge Scales, Dean of the college of Education, were present at this week's meet. Interviewed at her office later, she explained to
PRINT that she would not resign " ... provided there is recognition (on the committee) of all sides of the question." She
further explained that there had been no
word to her office ordering the suspension
of recruiting, which indicated that the
army recruiter scheduled here on March 3
will probably still be coming.

comm ittee last week. That suggestion was
reinforced at the second meeting when representatives of the Peace Council attended
to hand Randolph Hudson, chairman, a
note with two requeS"ts. First, the Council
asked for. better publicity on future meetings, and second, that larger rooms be used
to .e ncourage "greater student participation
and involvement."
·
The committee briefly reviewed what it
considered to be the alternatives available.
Recruting could be stopped on all levels,
including recruiting for bu§_inesses and
school s. Recruiting could be refined only
to non-military visits, recruiting by military could be a llowed if the recruiters exAt the meeting student Steve Mandell
pressed the will to discuss their roles with
moved that the committee once again recstudents, or the present policy cou ld be
ommend that recruiting be suspended for
upheld.
the duration of the committee's review, and •
T he present policy is not really written.
the motion was amended to include a deadThe college simply permits all interested
1ine - March 15. The motion carried unaniparties onto the campus for recruitment or
mously, 6-0. ·
discussions, and such has been the "policy"
The suggestion that an open meeting be
throughout this institution's history.
held early in the committee's considMost members of the committee will be
erations had first been made by D ean of Stupresent for all of the three-hour session on
dents Bill Howenstine, who convened the
Friday, beginning at 11.
••• r. ,.,
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Rancid Transit

STUDENT SUSPENSION FROM COMMITTEE
MAY ENDANGER BOYS' CHOIR CONCERT
by Melodv Coblei2h
It looks iike Chuck Greenberg's dissolution of all student committees is going
to drain heavily on Northeastern's entertainment life. Greenberg, by suspending all
students on the concert planning committee, has effectively cancelled all up and ·
coming concerts.
He informed the group that, though
NISC is under contract with Allied Arts
Corporation to pay $4,000.00 for the
March Veinna Boy's Choir concert, the
show will not go on. The money will be payed, said Chuck, but students may no longer
work on this committee. What this simply
means is that the work which must be done
in preparation for the show will not get
done. There will be no ticket disperser, ·no
auditorium stage preparation and no ush:
ers.

"$4,000 may seem like a large amount

now but in five or six years when an effective student government has been established it.won't seem like a lot.", said Greenberg. Jay Byron rationalized the move in
this way; "only 700 students can see it anyway."
It was at this . point that Dean Howenstine (who had co-signed the contract with
Dr. Mach) joined in. "That concert is going on." he said. Howenstine was promptly informed that there would be no students to work the concert, to which he
angrily replied; 'That concert is going gn
if I have to open the doors myself!", to
which Qr. Mach echoed "Do you want to
usher or should I?''
Greenberg reiterated that the money
would be payed, (the check has already been
sent out anyway.), but that the concert is
"no go." Dr. H. then stated that by admin-

istrative decision he was overruling the student senate "President."
The students on the committee and Dr.
Mach (Chairman) realized the crisis that
student government was in and complied
with Greenberg's further order. The order
was the following . If Howenstine 9verrules
he is within his legal administrative rights,
but there are to be no more contracts signed
and all contracts other than the Vienna
Bqys contract which have been signed will
be honored, but no more shows. This cancels the up-coming Covan Rock Concert
($400.00) and all concerts through May
of 1971 until such time as a representative
student government is formed.
Greenberg concluded: "I am assuming
that students will ace Chuck Greenberg
won't be president anymore I am sure, but
at least Northeastern will finally have an
effective governing body."

CCCTU SPONSORS LECTURES, STRIVES FOR
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
by Frank Konrad

The CCCTU (Cook County College
Teachers Union), NISC chapter, is sponsoring a lecture series on collective bargaining. Illinois State Senator Saperstein spoke
at the first lecture about the efforts recently
. made to pass a collective bargaining bill
through the Illinois state senate. The bill
would have given state employees the right
to negotiate their labor disputes through
collective bargaining. Senator Saperstein's
lecture is now being transcribed and copies
will soon be made available for those who
are interested.

The Governing Policies of the Board of
Governors, under Personal and Professional Rights of Faculty Members, section
l 0, states that "the president of the college
or university, or someone designated by
him, represents the institution at Board
meetings and serves as the agent of the faculty at Board meetings."
The CCCTU's position is that the president should not act as the agent of the faculty to the Board.
~ Regarding faculty representation, the
Governing Policies of the Board, VI, section 8, states that: "The Board urges the
presidents to give all possible aid in setting
up, within each institution, a representative ·
faculty structure, along truly democratic
lines and democratically chosen, through
which any faculty member can present suggestions for the good of the university, and
in which these suggestions will receive the
serious consideration of his colleagues. " -

The next lecturer will be Dr. William
Hazard from Northwestern University. Dr.
Hazard will speak Thursday, February 19
at the I o'clock activity hour in room A I I 9.
The last lecturer in the series will be
NISC's Dr. Farr. Dr. Farr will speak Thursday March 19 in room A 119 aththe activity
hour.
The CCCTU points out that no resoluDr. Christy Shervanian is the chairman
tion that passes any representative body of
of the NISC chapter· of the CCCTU.
The CCCTU has been trying unsuccess- faculty is binding on the president, and that
fully to hold an election among the faculty - any such resolution is subject to the final
members on the issue of collective bargaining. Thus far, an election on the issue has
not been allowed. (About three years ago, a
majority of the faculty at NISC voted in
favor of collective bargaining.)

DR.FARR

approval or rejection of the president, who
has final veto power over all such organizations formed along "truly democratic
lines ."

NISC .T O PRESENT
"THIEVES' CARNIVAL"

Another goal of the CCCTU is ,the elimination of the present policy which gives t he
president of a university a final veto regarding all decisions that may be made by the
Faculty Senate or any faculty committee.
Under the present regulations set up by the
Illinois Board of Governors, the Faculty
Senate and Council of Faculties can only
make recommendations to the college president, and must abide by his final decision.

A comedy about France that is billed as
"a delightful and absurd charade" will be
the next play to be presented in the Little
Theatre. It is called "Thieves' Carnival"
and it will be performed March 13, 14, 18,
19, 20 and 2 I. The box office will open at
NISC March 2. Students may obtain tickets
with the presentation of an activity card
there from IO a.m. to 2 p.m. daily and from
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays .

The CCCTU is also fighting for the tenure of Dr. Don P aull of Chicago State. Dr.
Pauli 's tenure was approved by a majority
of the tenured faculty members of his department, approved by his department
chairman, approved by a special faculty
committee, but turned down by the college
president. Dr. Paull did not receive his tenure. When CCCTU sent letters to the Board
of Governors, they were advised to take
their complaint through the proper channels.

This is the play that'broke the Anouilh
jinx in America. Until it was produced in
New York in 1955, Jean Anouilh, one of
the most prolific and gifted playwrights of
Paris, had never been able to "get through"
to United States audiences. Five of his plays
had been translated into English and produced in New York from 1948 to 1954, and
all had been failures. But "Thieves' Carnival," which Anouilh had written 23 years
earlier, at last won him critical acclaim and
enthusiastic audiences, and it ran for four
and a half months.

At present, the Board of Governors' decision is final on all issues. The CCCTU is
opposed to the Board's absolute authority
and is seeking to have the faculty share the
administration's power.

The By-Laws and Governing Policies of
the Board of Governors operates on the assumption that the faculty is part of the administration .

Thereafter Anouilh became as popular a
pJaywright on this side of the Atlantic as he
had long been in France. In quick succession Julie Harris made a big hit of his play
about Joan of Arc, "The Lark," his "The
Waltz of the Toreadors" achieved a huge
success, and then Helen Hayes starred
triumphantly in his "Time Remembered ."
"Thieves' Carnival" is the topsy-turvy
story of three charming men devoted to lar-

ceny and two wealthy, marriageable girls at
the famous French vacation town of Vichy.
The girls are so bored with their fortunehunting suitors that they fall in love with
the thieves, and even help them get away
with their lo9t, with resulting hilarious
complications.
Gary Porto (Dupont-Dufort Sr.) will
portray the over-anxious father of a dull
and heavy son, who will be acted by Bob
Eichenfeld (Dupont-Dufort Jr.). Dorothy Goldberg (Ladv Hurf) will be seen as a

PRINT REVIEWS
THE O'HARE
EXPRESS
by Fred English
In the second part of a three part series,
the PRINT took a ride on the O'Hare Express from the Jefferson Park station. If you
just ride out to the Airport and get on a
plane then the main thing that you can say
about the express bus is that it's there. The
buses are the newest models and seem to
have a bit more power than the ordinary
type green monster that devours people.
The bus goes nonstop to the airport out the
expressway from the Jefferson Park Terminal. Out at O 'Hare there are ten stops, the
first three being passenger terminals (the
first one is international and the next two
are continental) and the other seven being
for the various cargo terminals . The ride
from the terminal to the first stop took fifteen minutes which makes it considerably
faster than the new trains (see last week's
PRINT) also going down the Kennedy in
the other direction. Another four minutes
gets you to the second and third stops which
is where this reporter abandoned ship.
After wandering around the airport (an
expensive place to wander) for a few minutes I got on the bus to come back . Being
closer to the evening rush hour, this ride
took a half hour, also faster than the ~'Silver
Streak" (?). By going past the cargo stops
the traveler gets an idea of what goes on
behind the scenes at the airport.
There are a couple of peculiarities in the ·
line to make it more interesting. For instance, would you befieve that if you want
another bus it takes more money to come
back from O'Hare than it does to go out?
Going out, the ride costs 60c but if you have
a transfer it is only necessary to make up the
remaining fifteen cents. But to come back
you have _to pay the 60c plus another 5c for
a transfer. Figure that one out folks. As for
the ten stops out at the airport the bus goes
well out of its way to get to stop ten, the
Post Office, despite the fact that it goes
right past another entrance to the Post Office. Better yet, on the way to stop ten it
goes past stop four for a second time. Anyway the thing leaves Jefferson Park every
half hour (except between midnight and
4 AM when it leaves on the hour) and is
considerably cheaper than a cab.
Next week some unlucky member of the
PRINT staff will go from O ' Hare to downtown leaving at 7:30 AM to learn the plight
of the poor rush hour commuter. Contributions of food and beverage for this expedition can be left at the PRINT office,
E-45 .

condescending lady of exalted station, Lester P~lmer (Lord Edgar) as her bungling,
strup1d husband and Teddi Remps (Eva) as
a worldly snob. Jordyce Fisher (Juliette)
will appear as the young lady who falls most
rapturously in love with the leading thief
and Raymond Kasman (Musician) will play
the part of a Pierrot who skips through the
play, representing the masquerade mood of
the comedy. Others in the cast will be Kat hleen Braun, Bob Sarnowsky, Terry Pritian
and Sue Palmquist.
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Now TWO Locations - ._ NORTH & OLD ·TOWN

·::::~

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 oz. Pitcher of Beer $1.75
LIGHT OR DARK
t :11 ." unl on,/ t .'o:r.-. ·

ROARING FIREPfACE
BARBECUE

RI BS

To eat here or take out

Bratwurst & o th er "' great "'
Charco al Bro i led Items
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Mode'lot Pr i ce-s
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS
Open from lunch till 2 A .M
7 days a

-~•I.

AMPLE

2741 W. Howard St.

97.3 -0990

FREE PARKING

1 4 47 N . We II s

664-2393
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ANOTHER CAREER
INFORMATION DAY SLATED
The State of Illinois, D epartment of
.Personnel, has announced a "Career
Information Day" which will include
representatives from about 27 bureaus,
departments and State agencies. Since
Northeastern cannot accomodate such a
large number of employers with our
present space shortages, students who are
interested in employment opportunities
with- various State of Illinois agency, etc.
employers are asked to attend the annual
day being held at the Circle Campus,
University of lllin ·s.
The representatives will be on hand to
give information regarding career entry
jobs and promotion pos'sibilities, from
9:00 a..m. to 4:00 p .m . on March 5, 1970.
Interested students should stop at the
NISC Placement Office, E- 128, and ask

.

to see the list" of titles on continuous call
fo r students with a high school education
and especially, for students who will qualify with a baccalaureate degree. Most positions require the applicant to take the Illinois Professional E ntry Examination,
commonly referred to as the IPCEE. Ask
to see the IPCEE booklet with a listing
and description of positions available for
graduates of the biological and physical
sciences, and graduates with degrees in
the social sciences. With this background
information, you will be in a much better
position to ask various agencies present
that day about career possibilities, salary
and other details when you attend .
- MARICYOtJ R CA.LEN D AR :
CAREER INFORMATION MARCH5,
1970.

fflST ORY SLATES B LACK
LECTURE 'SERIES
A black civilization lecture series has
been initiated by the NISC History Department, with three speakers already
scheduled and at least two more to follow .
The first speaker, Vernon Jarrett, is a
professor at Northwestern, and Associate
producer of WLS TV's For Blacks Only.
He will speak February 24 on the topic
-Slavery and the Shaping of American
.Morality." The discussion will be in the
auditorium.
9n March 26, again at I :00 in the auditorium, Otis Hyde, Afro-American scholar, speaks on .. Biacks in the New Deal, a
Last Opportunity.,,

The third schedule speaker is Ebo native O kon Uyia, a graudate from the University of Wisconsin, where he teaches
Afro-American hi story . He has authored
two _books, "From Slavery to Public Service," and "Black Brotherhood ,
Afro-America and Africa." His topic : "A
conceptual framework for the study of
Afro-American history."
Mr. Uyia will speak at 10 and 12 in the
auditorium on April 13, in conjunction
with Main Currents and World History.
T here will be a questio n a nd answer period followi ng his remarks.

Wednesday, February 18, 1970

STUDENT TEACHING
MAKES SOME-CHANGES
The student teaching program at N ISC
is in the process .of altering its format. Mr.
George Gri mes, Director of Student
Teaching here, has j ust announced that we
will be utilizing four new approaches in
the student teaching program.· N ISC is
participating in this program, based on the
phrase "Emphasis on· Change" in conjunction with the AACTE (American Associarfon of Colleges for Teacher Education). The title of the innovation?- Urban
Educational Leadership Development
Project.
NISC is one of twenty teacher education colleges across the nation that met
last September to exchange ideas about
changing the teacher education format.
We have given an institutional committment to participate in the AACTE
project for the 1969-70 academic year. Afterwards, the Executive Council of Chairman of the College of Education at NISC
decided that they would activate the
" change unit" in the area of student teaching. This committee heading the project is
composed of a representative from each of
the departments in the college of education, undergraduate students, representatives from the college of Arts and Science,
and is headed by Mr. George Grimes. The
project development by our committee at
NISC was submitted to the local board
and upon its acceptance, was sent Jo the
national AACTE committee in Washington, D.C.
People presently participating in the
"Emphasis on Change" project, are :" Mr.
George Grimes, Chairman and Director
of student Teaching; Miss Teri Gershon
and Mr. Ronald Vernon, NISC Students;
Mr. Richard Brewer, D ept. of Educational
Fou_n dations; D r. William Itkin, D ept. of

IF YOU READ "PROGRESS
AND POVERTY", READ THIS.
Northeastern students who have read
••Progress and Poverty" by Henry George
are eligible to enter an essay contest, sponsored by the Henry George Woman 's Club

in Chicago.
The subject is "Henry George's 'Progress and Poverty' today. " The essay must be
original work"by the entrant, typewritten or
legibly handwritten on one side of 8'1/s XI I

. pa per. Length should be approximately
2,000 words.
First prize is $150. Second is ~ l00, third
is $50. Essays submitted become the property of Henry George's _Woma n's Club,
which reserves the right ofpublication. Essays must be submitted by April I .
Essays must be sent to Mrs . Carlton A.
Olson, 40307 N . Francisco, Chicago,
60618.

ICDlffl

11:an

Special Education; Miss Marcella Krueger, D ept. of Earl y C hildhood D evelopment; D r. Elizabeth Langley, D ept. of
Guidance and Counseling; D r. Margaret
Liedemann , D ept. of Eleme ntary Education; Mr. Lorenzo Marhn, D ept. of Inner
City Studies; D r. Francis Vogel, D ept. of
Elementary Education; Dr. Herbert
Stoltze, Dept. of Biology and Mr. Gus
Ziagos, Director of Physical Education ,
At present, and continuing through
April, 1970, two projects are in operation
at NISC. One is the Depth Experiences in
Student Teaching (Kindergarten-Primary).
I ts objectives include extending the
present teaching experience into a more
realistic one, permitting the student to participate in the school's activities as wen as
teaching and acquainting students with a
variety of classroom management routines
and techniques. At present 25 students in
Early Childhood Education have taken the
option of the program for the Winter Trimester.
The other program is known as the
Duality in Teacher Preparation program,
for the Elementary grades 3-8. Some of
the purposes in this project are to sensitize
student teachers so they make a greater
contribution toward the profession, to actively involve them for evaluation purposes and to allow the student teachers to
pursue independent study methods while
·teaching. Fifty Elementary education student teachers participating in this particular project are to be reported to the
AACTE after this trimester. N ISC students showing an interest in this specialized program may obtain further information from Mr. Grimes, Director of Student
Teaching in C-425, Ext. 230 or 419.

IRAN IAN IMPORTS

ON SALE
Sheepskin Jacket & Vest
with Em broidered Border

761-3669
7005 N . SHERIDAN ROAD

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60626

Late last week, President Sachs announced that he had sent
requests to four facu lty members to participate in the structuring
of a Community Constitution . One administrator and four students
according to Sachs, were also to be selected for the Constitution'
committee.
Sachs had requested that student government President Chuck
Greenberg select the four students. Greenberg by Monday had
appointed three stude nts, Conrad Pitcher, Jay Byron, and Elaine
Gertler. Sachs refused to reveal the names of the faculty selected
pending their final decision to serve. Next week PRINT presents
an in-depth look at Community Governance and the community
consitution - Com-Con.
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DEL BRECKENFELD

"KICK OUT THE
JAMS, WHO?"
Over the past year or so, many groups, following in the
"They-got-the-guns-but-we-got-the-numbers" ideals of the Doors, rose from
obscurity to gain "prominence" in the under-and-aboveground. One of the best
known of these revolutionary bands is the leader of i:he " Detroit Movement"
the MC5. This invasion from Detroit eventually fizzled, but left in its resid~e
were such notables as Iggy and the Stooges, and of course, The MC5 . The
latter group does such revolutionary things ·as; getting busted for dope and
stealing a pair of sunglasses; getting thrown off Electra Records for causing
problems on their first album when the company suggested that they substitute
"Brothers and Sisters" after the cry "Kick out the jams," instead of a word
referring to people with incestuous tendencies; and organizing a White Panther
Party.
After their switch to Atlantic Records, the group was subject to one of the
greatest hypes of our time. An ad referring to their first album quoted a
magazine as saying, ·"It's mind-blowing, earsplitting, and stomach-churning.
The souped-up music of The MC5 starts off in high gear and· never throttles
down ... up from the underground has come a real Detroit sound, pulsating to
the belch of the smokestacks and the beat of its machinery." Now come on
guys. I first saw the MC5 at the '68 Democratic National Convention and
although they weren't exactly· "mind-blowing," they were definitely earsplitting
and I must admit my stomach churned. One thing that did show their resemblence to Detroit was their vocals that did indeed belch similar to the smokestacks. This is the kind of group that uses the word "raw" to define their sound
instead of the more appropriate term "amateurs."
After the huge buildup prior to the release of their first album, "Kick out the
jams" (Electra 74042), the actual album was a total disappointment. Besides

Last Friday, February 13, students and
faculty andour Dean of students met for the
first time together for the purpose of doing
something about the pollution problem.
More than 30 people showed up at the meeting, about half being biology majors. The
others were from all other fields ol' study,
but interested in doing their part.
The first part of the evening saw discussion of the enormity of the situation ; the
problems and the feeble resolutions proposed by government and industry. Many
had to overcome feelings of acute hopelessness as discussions inter.sified.
W arren Friedman, founder of CRAP
(Citizens Revolt Against Pollution) and his
wife, Linda discussed the difficulties they
have encountered in the five months of organization of their group. Warren, an English Lit teacher at Wright Junior College,
first instituted the organization with some
of his students. The group expanded and
now includes some I 00 members. CRA P
has focused its attention on Commonwealth
Edison. What they would like to do is set up
a trust fund into which people would pay
their electric bills. The money would actually belong to Comm. Ed ., but they would
not be able to get a hold of it until ,certain
standards of pollution control had been
met. CRAP is having trouble in that there is
no such precedent as this on which they can
base their case.

Our attention turned to the hows of organization. To a·void getting caught up on
loads of red tape, the group will remain
rather loose. As far as the direction in which
the organization will go, that won't be restricted either. Some of the projects which
we will concern ourselves with are a tin can
drive in which cans will be collected and
sold to Reynold s (for $200/ton) to be recycled; an anti-no deposit-no return push;
becoming athorn in the side of the Sanitary District which is dumping sewage
via storm sewers into our river; (would
you Qelieve) discussing a matter of a black
smoke belching chimney with the TB sanitarium; and attempting to stop the marine
reserves from digging foxholes in La Baugh
Woods Forest Preserves District. We will
also be doing work with the supposed antipollution bond issue in the November elections. And maybe someday we will see, a
pollution workshop set up at NISC.
We hope to set up a headquarters shortly,
possibly a CRAP-North. In the meantime,
we are beginning to compile a reference library on all aspects of pollution . Such a library will give us all backgrounds from
which to work.
If anyone is interested in doing work with
us, please contact me, Mickey Sagrillo, in
the PRINT office, or leave a message and
phone number.

RAINBOW TO DISCUSS
PROGRAMS
This Thursday, Feb. I 9, the Rainbow
Food Program will have a meeting during
the I :00 activity hour in B-125. The program is into supplying money to buy food
for various free breakfast and similar programs for hungry children in the Chicago
area.

YOU 'RE

INVIHO TO A

-·

During the meeting method s will be discussed as to how to get this inoney and
also there will be discussions on the nature of the various programs and the
groups distributing the food . All students
and faculty interested in either working for
the program or in finding out more about
the program are cordially invited.

"
FRIDAY
- ,
FEBRUARY 20

,

being putrid mu sicians, The MC5 also proved that no talent in writing original
material. The remaining songs that are not stolen from other groups are so
simple and repetitive that they are an insult to one's intelligence. The only thing
that saves this group is that tht:y are fairly exciting live. A moving stage act can
partially cover ,. poor musicianship, and although they think their visual
gymnastics wi[ Jistract from their audio mediocraty, their limitations are
nonetheless glaring. In fact, one of the members got so "into" his music that he
livened up a concert by excreting on stage. All I can say is that shows you
where his talent lies.
Nevertheless, The MC5 st.ill enjoy record sales into the tens of thousands.
_Apparently, these record buyers are. under the impression that they are getting
something "hip" or " revolutionary" ie., a symbol of our times. In reality they
are only getting crap disguised as a form of musical expression. It is very hard
to draw the line between real freedom of expression in music and a facade
concealing a musical void. For instance, some people consider the late John
Coltrane's riffs over comple·x musical backgrounds nothing more than "noise,"
while others think that Yoko Ono's senseless screeching is valid expression . .
Everyone is entitled to his own opinions, but to really protect oneself from
being coerced into buying something that is musical waste, never trust the
promotion campaigns. The MC5 sold many records because they were emulated only through their company's ads. One rule of thumb is: the bigger the
hype, the lesser the group.
'
One more note on the MC5; In some of the ads, the group is shown with the
symbolic White Panther Party buttons supposedly pinned to their bare chests.
If you look very closely, it's possible that you may see that the buttons are
actually fastened with a piece of very plastic tape.

10th

ANNIVERSARY
PARTY

.

-Friday evening
8:30 p.m. - 1:00 p.m .
in the beautiful

SHERATONCHICAGO
HOTEL
505 No. MichiRan Ave.

Yes, Ten years ago a group of graduate students at tt,,e Uni versity of
Chicago decided to have a party In a student's apartment on the cornt:r of 54th and Blackstone. They Invited their friends and the friends
apparently invited their friends and it turned out that about three hun- ·
dred persons attended the party. Graduate students and college girls from
practically every school in Chicago were there along with a large and
varied assortment of other young professional types.
Well, everyone agreed that it was an unusual party and quite a bit of
fun so they decided to do it again , and again, and as you know, again.
Eventually they started renting ballrooms in Loop hotels, and that's the
story of how the Alumni Club began.
A lot has happened since then. Alumni Club chapters have been formed and are thriving in New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. The
Alumni Club's story has been un iq ue enouqh that it's been featured in a
couple of national magazines. We ' ve been so busy growing that we've
rarely taken the time to celebrate the Alumni Club's success so now we're
going to make up for lost time and have the biggest blast in our long anc
relatively blast-filled history_

Everyone who has ever attended an Alumni Club
Party has been invited!
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1Ims1GHT
from Ken Davis

STOP WORRYING ABOUT POLLUTION!
Wednesday night Mickey (EQ) Sagrillo was running around frantically getting his
apartment ready for the throngs of visitors he was expecting on Friday night. If you
caught hi s column last week, he printed a public invitation to his place for a session on
his favorite subject, pollution. ·
•
He said that this was to be an action oriented thing, where everyone would really get
down to it, or something like that, and that these concerned citizens were to discover
how they, as individuals, could clean up and fix up our world .
Well, I've always heard the line about how newspapers should tell both sides, but I've
ne_ver heard anyone defend pollution. In fact , I've never even heard anyone speak really
frankly about their feelings on this matter. Looks like I'll have to take this responsibility
into my own hands.
First, like Dick Nixon, I want to make th is perfectly clear: I'm against pollution. I'm
against all kinds of nasty stuff, like crime and poverty and cold pizza.
But that's about as far as it goes. I mean, if you want to take a public opinion poll to
find out whether I favor pollution or not, I'll vote no. If I'm really feeling militant, I
might even sign a petition against it. Or applaud some visiting ecologist who tells us
matter-of-factly that we're gonna die in twenty years.
· Heck, I even went to the teach-out over at Northwestern, you know-the Project
Survival thing. Now that was the social event of the year for pollution worrywarts. I
really put myself on the line when I attended that get together. That's like attendinB an
anti-war rally . There were probably government agents all over the place taking names
of all us subversives who were putting our reputations on the line against all forms of
dirt.
But, like I said, that's as far as it goe s. I just can't bring myself to be one of these
Mickeyish idealists. The few anti-pollution meets I've attended seem to me somehow
akin to the crowds who fill churches on Sunday mornings to hear the ·Good word and
then run right into the neighborhood bar.
Granted, there has to be somebody who will stay awake nights trying to dream up new
ways of dumping garbage, or finding new places to put sewage, but, really, waste
disposal isn' t my thing. I've got other problems.
I take rather fatali stic view of the whole situation. Those guys who have devoted
their lives to studying the pollution problem certainly know a lot more about it than I
do. And they tell us that it'll take about $50 trillion more-than the total world treasury
j ust to keep even with pollution, and even if we do that the population increase will
c rowd us to death or the noise pollution will make us all paranoid mental midgets. So
why try to fight it? Besides, if we can get theological without appearing blasphemous, if
God had wanted us not to die this way, he would have made us all excrete pure water,
or made fire so that it cast o nly sparkling o xygen into the air.
As a fatalist, then, I figure that we should just ignore the problem altogether.
Suddenly, it's the " in" thing to sit and worry about the fact that we're going to die. But
that's stupid . If we solve all the pollution problems by 1980, we'll probably all •die in a
nuclear holocaust in 1982 anyway.
So, let's just enjoy ourselves in the meantime. We know that garbage really isn't as big
a problem .as it's made out to be, becau se every Tuesday they throw it onto a truck and
haul it somewhere. And we never see it again, so they mu st put it in a safe place. And
when you flu sh your whatchamacallit, the sewage is piped away quietly. And whoever
decided where to pipe it is a lot smarter than I am, so who am 1 to criticise?
N ow I realize that most of this junk is going into the lakes; but I'm not ..:onvinced that
that's a big problem. See, if we took a couple of hundred years to kill a little Jake like
Lake Erie, why don't we just start on the oceans? Can you imagine how long it will take
to fill the Pacific with scum and sludge ? The cost of a pipeline would be only a fraction
of that for ending pollution.

a

STUDENT TEACHING HEAD
SEEKS STUDENTS FOR
SPECIAL PROJECT
Mr. George Grimes, Division of Student Teaching , will be meeting with any
N.I.S.C. student interested in participating in the following project proposal:
TEACH

Project Design

I. PURPOSE

.
A . To address itself to the obvious need for
improved preparatory · programs for
teachers
B. This program will attempt to develop a
consciousness on the part of N .l.S.C .
students and for faculty to the needs of
children, in particular, and the community in general.
C. This program will be directed toward
our committment to the A.A.C.T.E.
Urban Educational Leadership Development Project, of which N.l.S.C. is a
participatroy institution for the current
school year, 1969-70.
D . VOLUNTARY par~icipation of
N. I.S.C. students who sense the urgency of the need for improved approaches to preparation of teachers for
disadvantaged youth.
DISADVANTAGED YOUTH, for the
purposes of this project, may be defined
as, "the many urban children not afforded educational opportunities held
to be conducive to success in our
schools as they presently exist and operate."
·
II. DESIGN
A . Twenty-five (25) N .l.S .C . students will
volunteer to participate.
B. Seminar-type sessions will be conducted at the Austin Field ,Center,
(5527 W . Van Buren St. , Chicago, Ill .)
for a series of six weeks on Saturday
mornings (9:00 a .m. - 12 noon)
C. This will_be a non-credit program.
D . Behavioral objectives will be established for participants.

E . Sessions will be unstructured.
F . Each participant, student and-or faculty member, will make a committment
toward participation in a follow-up survey to determine validity of program .
G . Target date: commencing Saturday,
March 21, 1970
Ill. PARTICIPATING PERSONNEL
A . George Grimes, Coordinator
B. N.I.S.C. faculty : to be determined
C. A.A .C.T.E. Consultants
D. Community:
1. Parents-Austin area
2. Students-Austin area
3. Austin Community Organization
Staff
4. Austin Field Center - Staff
5 . Business Leaders -Austin area
6. Religious Leaders - Austin area
7 . Educational Leaders -Austin area
8. Recreational Leaders -Austin area
9. Black Studies personnel
I 0. CUiturai Leaders:
a. Art
b. Mus·ic
I I. Auxiliary Services:
a . Hospitals-Clinics
b. Police, Fire
c. City Services
RATIONALE: As noted above, the emphasis, by design, and needless to say by
·necessity, will be on the contributions
community personr:iel can offer toward
helping our institution implement functional preparatory programs for urban
teachers.IV. EVALUATION
A . Taping sessions (voluntary)
B. Written evaluation by each participant
- student and staff
N .I .S.C. students showing interest in the
above project are asked to meet with Mr.
Grimes in the Little Theatre on Monday,
February 23, I 970 at 12 noon.

•Best picture of the year."
-Gene Siskel. Chicago Tribune

I advocate filling the oceans with filth becau se it will take our minds off an· irrelevant ·
problem.
clea n up racism and human relations. I say that we'll kill each other off in wars, cars and
family squabbles before pollution gets us, even if we double our efforts tomorrow to
cram the air with SO2. And I'd rather suffocate than get shot up in the jungle.
Now this sounds like gloomy stuff. But it' s not. Actually, it's a call to merriment. We
should call a Festival of Life from now until doomsday . And we can all just sit around
and groove. We can just dig each other, and whatever we have left, and cough our last
breath with a smile on our faces. Except the pollution people. On that fatal day twenty
years from now, they'll still be meeting at Mickey's to take action. And we'll have been
enjoying ourselves.

Bert\e
J ewe\ers - Gifts

Chicago Avenue at Michigan.

Cinema Theatre

Matinees Daily • for student group rates call: WH 4- 5667

Wholesale &
Discount
Prices
- Repairing 3312 West Bryn

THE FLIP SIDE
TRS TICKETRON ELECTRONIC TICKET OFFICE
HOURS, DAILY 10- 5 , 30

STEREO L.P.'s-$3.19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5.50
MONAURAL L.P .'s-$ i .00

MON & THUR 10-9 SAT 10-5
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CLASSIFIEDS

THE BMOC YEAR-END REPORT

King Charles I. Please advocate, J.P.B.

·

Bill Maki was elected Last year as Alpha Rho Omega Sorority's
Big Man on Campus. Bill has submitted the following message of
gratitude for his enjoyable year.
Approximately one year ago I received the "Big Man on
Campus,,award at a dance sponsored by the sisters of Alpha Rho
Omega sorority. Even though the merit of such an award may be
debatable, it was .one of the nicest honors I had ever received and a
memory I will never forget.
Along with the title came a beautiful trophy plus many additional
· benefits such as a free admittance to all A .R.0. mixers, social
events such as hayrides, not to mention being the sorority's guest
at their formal dinner dance. To the gentlemen who will be this
year's contenders, I wish them good luck for they have more to
gain than just the honor of being named in connection with such a
prestigous title. To the girls of A.R.O. I say thank you very much
for a wonderful year.
This year's B.M .O.C. dance will be on March 13, at the North
Park Hotel, 1936 N. Clark St. in Chicago; I hope to see all club
members that night to support their candidate.

Typing at re·asonable rotes - Immediate service -

pickup and delivery at NISC. Call 675-0141.
Memo to Campus Planning : This wall {carrel_s 66 &
67) divides, but it will not conquer! Have the East
Berliners given up their fight? Off the Wall.
Wanted : Persons interested in expanding their cultural experiences as an audience for Thieves' Car-

nival. Contact Box Office ticket sellers March 2- 21 .
Investigate the Secretarial Pool of the Union of Stu dents. Bill Frapoly is a crossing guard.
Me, Too! So what's the prove?
King Charles I, beware of Cromwell!
King Charles

1----------

D.D.S. is ticklish.
1st schon einer lhrer Kunden wiedergekommen?
Wous avez des clients qui reviennent manger ici?
Capita mai che un cliente torni una seconda volte?

Hoy algun cliente que viellvapor segunda vez? A
new paper bag person

BILL MAKI

PRINT'S CANDIDATE FOR BMOC '70 SPEAKS

FRED ENGLISH

PRINT SAYS:
MAKEFRED
OURBMOC!

Last year, ARO's Big Man On Campus award -went to a frat
member. On most campuses the title of BMOC usually goes to a
frat man every year. And what kind of frat man? Well he's usually
a nice looking type who had done a few (usually very few) things
o~ campus for the good of the campus. In other words it usually
wmds up to be a male "Miss America" contest. This is not to down
last year's BMOC, Bill Maki, but how many things has he done
either on campus or in the community? And if a "Greek Playboy"
gets it this year and the next and the next, what really will they
have done aside from being the recipient of the genetic accident of
good looks and going through the "worm stage" known as pledging? If we look to pther campuses for the answer to the latter we
fi!!Q_ that the answer is usually "Damn little!" But shouldn't Big
Man really be a man who does things for the people rather than
being a male "social butterfly?"
That's why the PRINT has put me up for their candidate for
BMOC and why several other clubs on campus have indicated that
they will support me. I'm not particularly good looking, in fact I'm
downright ugly. Also I have never practiced the humility and
mortification of the_soul involved with kissing the shoes of an elder
brother in a frat. With things like that going against me I would
ordinarily have a better chance of being an icecube in hell than
making BMOC. The fact remains that I am qualified where it
should count.
·
For six years I have worked in a summer camp and winter
weekend workshop~o' handicapped children. I've worked in independ~nt political c~ paign~. I have worked to end the disastrous
U.S. mvolvement I the Vietnamese civil war. I have worked for
the people in the Uptown community, where I live, by working for
both liberal and radical community organizations. I am presently
working in a youth "crisis intervention" center and youth drop-in
center in the Ravenswood-Uptown area (see PRINT Vol. 5 No.
14, Jan. 28, 1970.). I'm on the staff of the PRINT, working with
the group of students trying to get student government off its butt,
and I am a regular upstairs at Griff. Pitts' coffee hour and "argu- .
ment forum." How many typical BMOC winners can say these
things about themselves?
The question then, NISC students, is this : are you going to have
your campus annually disgraced by a " Big Man" the size of a dead
flea in his community or are you going to elect a man who is big in
the things he does? All you have to do is go to the ARO mixer and
vote for Fred English for BMOC. All power to the people.

dew {doo, du) 1. The atmospheric moisture that condenses after a worm day and appears during the
night in little drops on cool surfaces. 2. anything
regarded as refreshing, gently falling, pure, etc.,
like dew. 3. any moisture in small drops; as, the
dew of his brow. v.t. to wet with or as with dew;
make moist, bedew. p .s. dont let the dewdrop ..... .
Functional illiterate seeks gainful employment in
an administrative capacity. Asking $10,000/yr to
start. Contact Dave in _PRINT office .
Jim Hanson is a crpto-jew.

The following a what' s good about Bob Hill :
I feel insecure about our security.

Frap on you.
That was 1/3's of a pun, P.U.
Jules Beuck and Arlene Straus are president and
Vice-president of the NISC Young Damnocorts .
Meetings are the first Tuesday of every month, unless they are held elsewhere, the meetings will
be in A 125. Dues are 50c or proof of membership
in the Spiro Agnew retirement fund society.
Furs, military gear, stools, mirrors, velvet, for sale.
Consignments of jewelry, clothes, pottery--anything -- requested at PRESENCE, 2926 Broadway,
248-1761.
Nobody know beans about Hill. Or is a Hill about
beans?
M.C. - I love you and I'm not a Scorpio.
The Ajax : white knight" is riding at meaaaaocccc-

chchchchc

'

I just ate in the cofeterio .... buuuuuuuuuuuuurrrrrrr-

rrrrrrppppp!!!!!!
K.O. is really Katie.
This is the dawning of the age of Mondo . {for those
born after Dec. 32 an d before January¼)
Roy Cohn is also a shtunk
Attention Kial : Sandy Shudnow is a ham .
The little mother is a hang up on American Cheese.

More Classifieds on Page 11
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PSYCHOLOGY CLUB FILM
FESTIVAL SCHEDULE
Psychology Club Film Festival
Wed., Feb. 18
"As The Twig is Bent"
12:00 - AHO
Thurs., Feb. 19
"Target 5"
12:00 - All8
· Tues., Feb. 24 - See Psychology Bulletin Board, Near B 119

12 Noon
4:00

COME EARLY IF YOU WANT A SEAT!

PLEASE, before coming to any of the
showings, check the Psychology bulletin
board (located near BI 19) to confirm this
information.

.

-

4:00- 8113
4:00- P2

Thurs.
All8
P2

I
I

i

II

NOTICE
Psychology Films Are Shown Each Week as Follows:
Tues.
Wed.
8114
AHO
P2
8113

.

This is an advertisement for APOCALYPSE, a new section
of the PR~NT devoted to p~oviding a medium that will expose
! NlSC wnters to NISC wnters. Our format includes poetry,
short st_ories, plays, and critical essays dealing with works that
= appear m the column.
If "I don't think it's good enough," be a consideration in
choosing to submit, the reply is "No wntmg is good enough
I ever, anyway." APOCALYPSE is not seeking 'wonder of the
I literary world' type things, nor does she . try to perpetuate
mediocracy; she seeks only for herself, apocalypse.
I APOCALYPSE now depends on your writing. Please submit io APOCA'L YPS.E, C/0 the print, and don't forget your
I name and where you can be reached .

II

I

I
i

i

I

II

Patrick McP~e, editor

I
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NEW GROUP STRIVES TO
LIBERATE GAY PEOPLE

Wednesday, February 18, 1970

Le porte - parole
;

The following is a press release from
Gay Liberation, recently formed at the
University of Chicago.
PRESS RELEASE
A Gay Liberation group has formed at
the University of Chicago. The group began when a University of Chicago student
placed an advertisement in the student
newspaper which read, 'Tired of prejudice? Gay Liberation N OW! Call.:." A
number of people responded, and the first
meeting was held at the student's house on
a Sunday afternoon with twelve people
attending, six women and six men. The
tone of the meeting was rather timid to
begin with, but as group reinforcement developed, a new phenomenon for most in
attendance, the mood rapidly developed
int!) one of militancy.
Group meetings continue to be held on
Sundays at member's homes, and consist
of internal education and discussion of
possible actions. In addition to the regular
meetings, members meet at least twice
during the week for lunch and rap sessions
· at the Blue Gargoyle, an independent coffee house near campus. This provides a
good opportunity for members to become
accustomed to appearing in public as homosexuals, a nd to include their heterosexual friends in the d iscussions.
The organization received a great boost

Cinema: Ric h R z adzki

when the news director of WHP K-FM,
the university-owned, student-operated radio station offered to broadcast a news
special featuring members of Gay Liberation in a roundtable discussion. Participants discussed the oppression of the ho~
mosexual in society and the homosexual
student on campus, and how the homosexual can fight this oppression~
Members of the ·g roup hope to liberate
themselves and other homosexuals from
the social, political, and economic prejudice directed towards them by heterosexual society, and to liberate heterosexual society from the ignorance and fear
of the homosexual which causes its prejudicial sentiments. The first action taken
towards this goal was the attendance of a
campus dance, where the homosexual
members of the Gay Liberation group
danced with members of their own sex. As
was anticipated, even at the liberal University of Chicago, some people were offended by the sight of homosexuals dancing together. Further actions are planned,
including more participation in campus activities, with the ultimate goal being for
the heterosexuals to accept and welcome
homosexuals ·in society. The members of
the Gay Liberation of the University of
Chicago are prepared to cope with what- ·
ever reactionary sentiments may develop
from the actions they follow towards the
attainment of their goals.

--

MAGIC CHRISTIAN

Leaving on our second journey we run
through society. Beginning with Grand Sr.
slapping (literally) through a dinner at one
of London's leading restaurants and in so
doing destroying everyone's appetite. From
here we trave l through affluent society at an
auction, a traffic patrolman and finally the
maiden voyage of "The Magic Christian."
The Christian is billed somewhat as the TiThe story begins with Guy Grand (Sell- tanic before her voyage. Of course only the
ers), a multibillionaire, who finds himself most affluent cou ld afford the outrageous
without an heir to his fortune. He sets out ticket prices. I am not going to attempt to
and finds Youngman Grand (Starr), takes a describe the "voyage" it is simply a sight
liking to him , and finally adopts him as his which must be seen , I could never do justice
son. From this point we depart on one of the. to the scenes which take place on the
strangest trips through a greed-filled, grov- "Christian."
elling, grotesque mass of people who, unThe final scene, (we are now anhe end of
fortunately, represent and reflect society our journey), I regret to say, will have to be
seen to be believed and also appreciated. All
in general.
The trip begins on a train, where Grand I can say is that the song "Come and Get It,
and Son begin their "pulling on" of society. here it is" (it being money) will be best unThey fire the Grand Corp. Board of Direc- derstood after viewing this final scene . As I
tors, drive an en trepreneur in war machin- have said this film is strange, gruesome,
ery crazy, hunt partridge with anti-aircraft grotesque, and at times gross, but that's un~
cannon and tanks. At this point we have fortunately true of our society maybe
completed the first leg of our journey and through this satire and more like it, we will
we now return to London for the second · finally be able to end this disease of greed
which now infests society .
and final jaunt.

"The Magic Christian," starring Peter
Sellers and Ringo Starr has to be one of the
finest satires I have seen in a considerable
length of time. The film revolves around
the concept that people will do the damndest things for "free" money, and at the end
of the film you are q uite constrained to
·.agree.

i

"COIN FRANCAIS"
Litteraire et Artistique

Bonjour Poetes, Peintres
Ecrivains, Artistes, et Etudiants.
Nous sommes cette constellation
Qui a ete victime du colonialisme
Des nuages, du si lence, et de la timidite
Nous sommes des anges revoltes du ciel de L'art
Nous sommes des tripotiers
Qui veulent divulguer vos oeuvres
Nous sommes des etudiants
Des innovateurs a NISC
Lisez le "COIN FRANCAIS"
Sans oublier de nous faire
Connaitre vos critiques.
SERGUOF
SALUT
Je vous apporte le salut
des membres du "CLU B FRANCAIS" qui ont voulu
faire de moi leur porte-parole aupres de vous.
C'est une tache assez difficile, surtout ,
lorsqu'on n'est pas ecrivain; inutile de vous
dire ma crainte en redigeant ce texte,
mais je me console a l'idee qu 'i l trouvera
votre indulgence.
Quand j'ai su que j'etais accepte a N ISC
comme etudiant , j'imaginais deja la vie solitaire
que i'allais mener: mais apres avoir assiste a
ints prtmiers cours de fr"ncaisj'ai du vite
changer d'opinion . Ma surprise fut de constater
en prena nt le couloir qui mene a la batisse "A" avec
quelle aisance les etudiants pouvaient
communiquer en francais. J'ai alors deduit que je
me trouvais au quartier latin a la Sorbonne.
, Aux professeurs et eleves, je presente
mes felicitations.
. J'aimerais bien dire d'av~ ntage, mais on ne nous a
donne qu 'un petit coin.
En attendant de nous lire la semaine
prochaine, faites passer le mot a vos comlisciples.
Merci ,
Fougeres R. Ferrier
Vocabulaire
les tripotiers(m): intriguer, shady speculator
le salut: salute, hail
le porte-parole: spokesman, mout hpiece
redigeant (de rediger): editing, wording

la batfsse: building
l'aisance(f): ease
le coin: corner
les condisciples(m): classmates

HERE
D,OUBLE
S&H GREEN STAMPS
With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the W~ek
ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE

Openings Still Available
for
Senior Picture
appointments.
9:00-12·: 00, 1:00-3:00
Every day until March 10

4000 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

I

588-9365

~

588-9850
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIG IKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS

I

~Dr
UPS
• TUNE•• TRANSMISSIONS
BRAKES RELINED
RADIATORS
• WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
• EXHAUST·
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
SYTEMS
•• HAND WASH
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS
• TIRES - BATTERIES

BEEHIVE OFFICE E-41
AUTO AIR CONDITIONING
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A VISIT TO MEXICO PART II
by Arnold Wolman
wooden barracks . These men had been
Special Correspondent
"hired" and brought to Florida in order to
The Mexico ~ity tenement we visited pick oranges and other fruits. And these
that day in June was one of the poorer . men were receiving their weekly "salva- ,
ones. It consisted of a row of 14 window- tion."
less (there is no welfare in Mexi~o City)
The whole service was rather dry, not
one room apartments built of adobe brick necessarily because the priest wasn't inand covered with a cement roof that terested in the men but rather because we
joined ti)em all together.
were conducting a religious act which, in
Each apartment had a small entrance- reality wasn't doing anything for the workway with a makeshift roof of tar paper or er's working conditions.
Anyone who has ever driven extenmetal and a door so low that one must, if
he's over 6 feet tall, stoop to enter.
sively the back roads of middle and north"You know," Paul, the student from ern Florida or Georgia or even Maryland
England said, "these entrances also serve or Virginia knows what I mean when I say
as kitchens!" A walk of rough stone slabs inhumane living conditions can (and are
laid by the tenants ran parallel to the . row certainly) be found right here at home.
. As I thought about the plantation ·condiof apartments and was cluttered with corrugated laundry tubs, pails, chamber pots tions_in the south, it seemed amazing that
and articles that had been set out to dry in so many citizens, today, ten years later,
still feel that poor people don't want to
the sun.
"I only wish more Americans would see work. Why, I wondered, can't they see the
the way these people have to live," Paul truth. My thoughts quickly returned to
remarked. "Maybe it would give them Mexico that day as I looked around the
more compassion."
tenement.
"I doubt it," I answered. "In the States
we have area in the south which are as
Firewood, covered with old gunnysacks
bad as this. We have them in the north too
or pieces of cardboard, was stored on the
but they are more prevalent in the south.
roof. Some of the tenants who plied their
Here in Mexico you have ·poverty and
trade at home, had built flimsy sheds as
huge areas· of slums but at least there isn't
workshops against the, front of their apartthe oufward racial hatred like we have in · meot; the sheds were use to store piles of
the States."
.
materials and tools. -I.n the yard was a
It made me remember my high school
large cement water trough that served all
the tenants of the area for washing dishes
days in Florida where in one city near
Orlando it was rumored that the sheriff
and laundry and for bathing children.
had bragged about how many "niggers"
I thought about the time, in 1966, when
J had explored the Monte Alban ruins in
he's killed. I remembered the poverty that
I'd witnessed as I helped the ministers
Oaxaca, Mexico. I was there with ·a Spanconduct plantation services.
ish language professor whose speciality
Every Sunday morning we'd drive to a
was Indian dialects.
local plantation where hundreds of JamaiOne day while exploring mountain trails
can plantation w~k~rs lived in crude,
we came upon a small child . He was going
(;lassified's cont.
"The MC5 has nothing to do with Mondo Cryp-to,
and visa verso." -Englebert.
Our imaginations are figment of Chuck Greenberg.
F.R.P.J.E.D.D.S.J.A.T.M.H.J.LP.
All vette owners: How about o "Sports Car Club"
instead of a "Corvette Club." The two of you would
have some company. Any takers? Christopher •
VI 7-7915
K.D. -----you blush nicely. * pledges*
For sale: Good used trumpet with brand new case
$85 call 262-8597 after 6 PM.
King Charles I, pictures can be incriminating.
Comrade Conrad is Frap's brother-in-law.
Fool, Fool, Fool, Fool, Fool -- the gang upstairs.
Chuck Greenberg . please stand up straight!
Deedee is a Dumdum!!!!!!!!!!
Ken Davis put this classified in or I'll hit you!

Steve Weiss is a meshuganah.
The PRINT is Northeastern's own dirty book.
Watch for the Russian Road Rally. R.C.
Would the person who "borrowed" my cultural
Geography book (and other books) kindly see fit to
retu;n the;,, to E-20? If you really need the cash of
the book, then just return the pictures in the book.
Those 2 pictures mean a lot to me. Surely, they are
_of no value to -,,ou .

T Su

TWO ONE-ACTS VISIT HAPPY MEDIUM
ADAPTATION-NEXT, two hilarious
one-act comedies, featuring a Chicago cast,
will open a limited six-week engagement on
Tuesday; February 24, at George E . Marienthal's Happy Medium Theatre, 90 I•
North Rush Street. Previews have been
scheduled for February 21, 22 and 23.
ADAPTATION-NEXT, an Off-Broadway hit now entering its second year at New
York's Greenwich Mews Theatre, has been
called "funny, provocative, and touching"'
by Clive Barnes of The New York Times
and Time Magazine said that it "makes one
laugh 'til it hurts!"
ADAPTATION, a four character play
based on a television game show was ·written
by long time Chicago favorite, and former
member of the Second City troupe, Elaine
May. Terrence McNally, one of America's
new young playwrights, is the author of

NEXT, an outrageously funny play revolving around a 44::.y ear old male who receives
notification to report to the draft board for
his physical; the fun begins when he meets
the examiner .... a tough female Army sergeant.
The Chicago production of ADAPTATION-NEXT will be produced by Lyn
Austin, Joel Schenker, Robert J. Gibson,
and Steve Sinn, and will be staged by Wayne
Carson, based on the original direction by
Elaine May.
Show times for ADAPTATION-NEXT
are Tuesday through Thursday evenings at
8:30 p .m.; Friday and Saturday evenings at
8 and 11 p.m. ;.and Sunday evening at 7:30
p .m. Tickets are priced from $3.50 to $6.50
and will go on sale Monday, February 9,
1970. Call DE 7-1000 for information and
reservations.

SOCIOLOGY PRESENTS
G. LEWIS PENNER
Tomorrow at I :00, Sociology Club is
presenting a speaker from the Juvenile Protective Association.
G. Lewis Penner, Executive Director, .
will be talking about the work involved with
child neglect and child abuse cases, and the
problem of personality disorganization,

which commonly results from the neglect
of children .
He will also answer questions in any specific, related areas the visitors may have in
mind . This informative meeting will be held
in 0-104 at the activity hour, and all interested people are invited.

HOGAN'S HEROES STAR SLATED
FOR IVANHOE

WE have What
YOU Need!

Student .
Discount

to a water hole and y.,e asked if he could
accompany him. After following the
youngster down a winding, narrow path,
we saw the hole. Hole it was. It haci been
hand-dug out of the hill,. the water seeping
up from beneath the warm brown earth.
After he skimmed the · water mosquitoes
he handed a cupful of water to me, but I
declined:
Of course, not all ·of Mexico receives
water in this manner. But, it must be admitted, even today ( 1969) many tourists
still fear · drinking the water because of
Montezuma's Revenge a well known
anomaly which favors tourists .
We decided to leave the tenement area.
Paul and I ambled on. I told him about
the subway system in Chicago. Mexico's
first and only subway opened that day.
The marble-facade that greeted the riders
in that French built futuristic train, enticed
the curious traveler through automatic
red-painted gates into a quiet area where
silent trains slowed and masses of people
jammed their way in, seizing seats, smiling
and laughing and crowding, where young
senoritas ·came in to dust and clean the
trays before the trains left, where curiods
peasants entered and sat, amazed and excited, where Paul and I rode and observed
and encountered Julio.
Tall, thin Julio ... muscles straining
against his thin skin marking him as one of
the species of unlike uniques. Julio, a law
student at the university was an old friend
of Paul. They had not seen each other in
two years. Julio, along with two other
Mexicans, one Frenchman and three
American girls were · all living communally.
The thatched hut glowed red, the sky
darkened, the half moon darted in between
the clouds and the rain fell. All nine of us

t

RICH'S
HOBBYVILLE
3838 N. Cicero Ave.
Chicago, Ill ·
545-0271

George Keathley. Producer-Director of
The Ivanhoe Theatre. announces ·the signing of Werner Klemperer for the May
. I-4th through June 21st production · of A
SHOT IN THE DARK ; a mystery-comedy
by Marcel Achard.
·
. . Werner Klemperer is the favorite, comic
Colonel Klink of "Hogan's Heroes"; see n
over CBS-Channel 2 TV in Chicago.
A SHOT IN THE DARK is the third
play. of The Ivanhoe Theatre's Second Subscription Season. The other plays included
in the season a re: January 8-February I 5.
·CNr· ON 'A ·HoT~ ~iN··ROGF· wrth- t.l'li;;~.

.....

Nettleton. Thomas Gomez, and Alan Mixon ; February 19-March 29, MEMBER OF
THE WEDDING with Miss Ethel Waters :
April 2-May 10, TIME OF THE CU,CKOO with Celeste Holm; and June
25-August 2, LOCK UP YOUR
DAUGHTERS, the bawdy musical comedy adapted by Bernard Miles from a play
by Henry Fielding with lyrics by Lionel'
Bart.

huddled inside watching the simmering
blue-red waves pound the Acapulco playa.
Suddenly, a dark skinned seniorita of
youth appeared, seemingly from nowhere
and began walking toward us. Her shining
hair, her gleaming eyes, her whole being
seemed surrealistic.
Just as suddenly, she disappeared. Was
it a dream, I ask, or the ololiqui. ·Acapulco
ends as quickly as it begins. Summertime
in Mexico. Rainsoaked streets ... Pan
American Highway ... ten foot grass. Warm
Mexico ... home of washed out roadways,
boulder studded pavements, starving peasants straining to move rock and root from
lazy gringo-paths.
Warm, friendly even primitive Mexico .
Cantering stallions racing wild, racing towards our Ford iron-monster abrubtly
turning slapping us with its tail, its snow
white swish.
Muddy Mexico, rainwashed mountains
heaping gulps of slush too near our car,
freaking nature wreaking destruction, devastation increasing villages: whole peoples
decreasing.
Tiny multishaped specks of nature's
love, nature's flesh red and sanguine appearance marked the tulip manes craning
their necks, desiring picking by a passing
motorist. The sunny daisies looked like
sunflowers - surrealistic and serene, their
whirling character leading into unknown
and mysterious worlds; the numerous bougain-villeas decorating mountain villages
and city helado shops.
Indian turnip pushes its tiny jack deftly
atop and above the mesquite or maguey.
Compasuchil, the yellow-orange flower of
the dead give its petals gladly for the
tombs of its brothers. Flower jewels, natures way of consoling dusty jungle villages.

VIENNA BOYS
CHOIR COMING
Tickets for the Vienna Boys Choir Concert, scheduled for Wednesday, March 4, at
8 p.m. in the NISC auditorium, will be
available at the College Information Center
starting Monday, Feb. 23, at 9 a.m. until the
supply is exhausted. Students may obtain
tickets with ' the presentation of an activity
card.

HISTORY FACULTY,
STUDENTS TO MEET
The History department's joint faculty
and student meetings are continuing, with
the next meeting scheduled for tomorrow,
Thursday, February 19.
On the agenda will be an announcement
on new History department faculty members. Three new members will be admitted
to the department in September.

For ad
information

call
583-4050
ext. 270

For further information . call 248-6800.
pr 1write to The Ivanhoe Theatre. 3000
- No rtti· el'a,-k. -Su eer .· . •. - - · - -;- · - - ~- ~ - :..-= --= •:::-~"':.:-~·::."'
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EARTH SCIENCE WORKSHOP II
BEGINS
The N ISC Earth Science workshop turns
to geology in its second series, which begins
Saturday, March 7. Workshop II, like
Workshop · I, will meet each Saturday
morning for seven weeks.
The program is designed especially for
science teachers interested in earth science.
There is no college credit or fee involved.
Dr. Musa Qutub will lead the first two
programs, "Ground water," and "Continental Drift." "Space Geology," on March
21, will feature Dr. Carl Bollwinkel, and
Dr. Albert Forslev follows next week with
"Methods of investigating the Interior of
the Earth." ·
The April lectures include "Petroleum
Geology" with Dr. Robert Doehler, "Modern Approaches to Marine Geology" with

1

tact Dr. Musa Qutub at his office, or use the
attached blank, and mail to Dr. Qutub.

BUGG HOUSE PRESENTS CAIN
- Cain, formerly Changin' Times, a modern dance group, will be performing today
at Bugg House Square.

The activity will be moving for this special program to the auditorium, from 3 to 5
p.m. and from 8- IO o.m.

AEC TO SHOW 'HICKORY STICK'

NAME----------ADDRESS - - - - - - - - The Association for Childhood Educa-'
tion
will hold a general meeting on FebruPHONE----------- ary 19
at 1:00 in A-129-30. At the close of
SCHOOL---------- the business portion of the meeting the

movie "Hickory Stick."
The club invites all interested Kindergarten-Primary and upper Elementary majors
to view the movie with them.

wit/,

Dr. Kevin Rodolfo, arid Dr. . Norman
Smith's talk on "Methods and tools needed
in field geology."
In order to register for the program, con-

??
. .

L.S.A. ACCEPTS
PLEDGES
Lambda Sigma Alpha accepted the following pledges this trimester: Joyce Adomitis - 6th trimester - Special Education
inajor; Carol Cortino - 2nd trimester - Psychology major; Felicia Fillipan - 4th trimester - KgP major; Diane Grosso - 3rd
trimester - SpeciaJ Education major; Kathy
ldstein - 5th trimester - Special Education
major; Diane Kuzma - 6th trimester - Elementary Education major; Linda Pierce - ,
2nd trimester - Elementary Education major; Marcia Shanok - 2nd trimester - Liberal
Arts - History major, and Maria Zajczenk 2nd trimester - Secondary Education major.
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CREATIVE
WRITERS HOLD
READINGS
The first in a series of weekly readings
sponsored by the Creative Writing Program . will features students' work-in-progress, The poems of Patrick McPhee will
be read by another student of the workshop program, William Hennessey, Tuesday, Feb. 24 at I :00 p.m. in room I I 9.

SCIENCE BUILDING
TO BE BID
The campus I?lanning office announced
last Friday that a tentative schedule has
been set for the bidding on N ISC's new
Science complex.
Bid documents should be ready to be
sent to bidding companies by March 12,
according to Mr. Melvyn A. Skvarla,
Planning Officer, and the date on which
bids are to be opened will probably be
April 16.

cJVo D

Congratulations

Dr. & Mrs.
Dufour
Term Papers - Theses typecl
IBM typewriter
SOc per Page

Call Mrs. Cohen
338-5242

MAPS ARE AVAILABLE IN CS 19

MAKING MAGIC AND MUSIC
COVEN, BLACK MAGIC MUSICIANS, will appear on NISC's
stage at 1 p.iµ. Thursday; March 19. The concert will be sponsored
by the NISC Concert Series.

Jim Lewis and
John Schmieken

Of
The
Leaning
Tower
YMCA

..

Will
Speak
On
Youth
Work
in Bl 14
at l :00

P.M.

'

~

Tuesday,
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Socialist
Bulletin

by Hal Bluethman

CANCER: In some eastern religions the
BY POPULAR DEMAND, MONDO
CRYPTO HAS CANCELED ALL OF end of the world is thought to happen when
YOUR FUTURES!
a bird carrying a feather wears down a
Mountain (not in Greece) by touching it
The big word on college campuses all every thousand years. If this weren't futile
around the country as well as all around the enough, the bird died . If things seem bad ,
country in general, is futility. The futility remember, your bird could die.
craze is blooming as words such as hopeless
LEO: Mylo crump overcame futility by
and unfathomable as well as phrases such as learning to enjoy boredom. M ylo became a
"beyond control" and " not a prayer" are hermit in what is now downtown Naperville
rapidly becoming household words. MC is where Mylo can be seen Saturday nights ennot usually one to cash in on Gheap fads but joying himself. Simply avoid Mylo and your
he believes that this one is soon to become life will take on a new character. The charan expensive fad (such as skiing) and he acter will be Mylo's brother Sid who avoids
doesn't want to lose out. The futility game him too.
LIBRA: Take the futile aspects of your
has many variations but in general relates to
applying the vast reaches of futility to your life as a student and wrap them in a giant
baggie and go to the mirror and say hello to
life.
For further information· consult Futility your bag full of futility.
SCORPIO: Futility for you wilJ be findand how it applys to your life, by an
anonymous author. The book is out of ing the significance in Mondo Crypto.
print.
SAGITTARIUS: Much as a grubworm
A few excerpts from the book will be un- finds it futile to become President of the
usofa you still have a crack at vice .
faithfully reproduced below.
CAPRICORN: Not only will your only
ARIES: In 1842 George Ding, a transient brain surgeon from south Phila- true love pass for a fleeting moment before
delphia, set out . for Camden by walking you in a passing car or something like that,
west. He traveled 24,456 milt;s and reached it will be night time and you won't even see
a point four miles north of his destination him.
AQUARIUS: Not to change the subject
never knowing that he had been the first
human to walk the Atlantic alone, let alone or give anybody a lead but I have just disthat he was even in New Jersey. The Point covered that the age of Aquarius is seven
here is that sometimes the things you do and a half.
PISCES: (One short story) Who else but
don 't seem to mean anything until you're
too old to appreciate them, let alone remem- Enoch Hooch, a painter from a small college town in Northeastern Illinois swore
ber them.
TAURUS: An ancient greek was legend- and also decided to take "it" with him when
ed to have been damned to pushing a rock he died. On Aug. 3, 1957 he was buried with
up a hill only to have it roll down the other his tv, his pet cat Bettendorf, his stamp colside. Well it wasn't quite like that. The deal lection and twenty five thousand dollars
was he had to push the rock back and forth cash. Curious residents exhumed the body
until the hill was worn away and so was the on March 27, 1962 and found nothing but
rock. After doing that he was eligible to re- Enoch, his cat, his tv, a stamp collection
turn to try for the grand prize, a brand new and 25,000 dollars cash. Which proves that
rock and mountain . See, this means that futility is indeed fun.
Usually MC writes an ending but this
you will meet a strange man who take no
interest in you, but will like your boyfriend. week, just for you wonderful people everyGEMINI: There is an island somewhere where in the world, I won't. If you're worin the Pacific where the population spend ried about your future, I'm- sorr,y but not
all day bailing out their huts because the really. Maybe I'll find your futures next
coconuts leak. If this doesn't seem futile, week. Se.e , there is hope . By the way thanks
just try it. This applies only to you if you live to Betty for the cake, there are a fe,w people
left in the world.
east of Vincennes Ind. If not read Virgo.

Are you thinking of becoming a teacher? Well, it's becoming common knowledge that
teachers' jobs are way down in availabi lity. A trip to the Placement Office will acquaint any
student interested in the statistics. It is projected that there will be 2½ million job openings
between the years 1968 to 1980 while at the same time there will be 4½ million teachers
seeking these jobs. It is even becoming hard for PhD's to find jobs teaching.
Yet we hear the reports. Tests show that Chicago's public schools are not teaching the
students. They are fai ling to develop abilities to read, to comprehend literature, etc.; at the
same time they are telling us that there is no need for more teachers.
While administrators will admit there are problems of overcrowding, of lack of personal
attention to individual students, the area of blame is placed here: there are not the funds
available for more facilities and additional teachers' salaries. We must ask , "WHY are
there not the funds available? WHY is it that Redmond has announced that the city's freelunch program is on the verge of collapse?"
,
The problem makes sense only ifwe look at it in terms of the capitalist system and the
way that system works . There is no reason why all graduates certified capable of teaching
cannot find a job. There is no reason why these jobs cannot be guaranteed and at the same
time the interests of the children and young adults now suffering in the schoo l system
served to meet their needs.
·
The problem relating to teaching jobs applies of course to the whole labor situation in
the U .S. right now . Business Week of Jan . 17 states boldly what is occuring. Job layoffs
have begu.n in plants across the nation. The first to · be hit will be those at the lowest
economic level, and this is happening at this time.
While jobs will be harder to fiqd, prices are continuing to rise and the double squeeze is
on. Nixon's plan to halt inflation means an enforced recession . The capitalist system which
Nixon represents as its Chief Executive is not most interested in people's needs but in
maintaining the system while disenchant_ing as few as possible in the process. Thus his
speeches promise a halt to rising prices (inflation) while at the same time promising no loss
of jobs (which occurs in recession). But both are a reality, and jobs will continue to become
harder to get.
Let us be constructive in our radicalism, by all means. A good education is a right and
not a privilege. Jobs are a right and not a privilege. Having both is not impossible. But we
won't get it unless we demand it.

STUDENT TEACHER
SHARES EXPERIENCES
A student teacher was caught lunching in
the NISC cafeteria and had sonie experiences to share with other prospective
teachers.
The young lady being interviewed started
her student teaching assignment January 6
at Steinmetz high school, 3030 N. Mobile.
H er assignment will be completed April 21.
Regarding her first day of observation at
Steinmetz she said, " You're scared to death
because the kids look like they're going to
eat you alive. You feel like they can see
right through you and tell what you're
thinking."
The student teacher is presently practicing under the chairman of the math department at Steinmetz. 'The first day I was
asked if I wanted to teach the second day. I
said, 'No, I'd rather observe again.' I observed the first two days and taught on the
third. "

" The night before I couldn't sleep. It was
really wild. I got a ride to school; it was like
I didn't kn ow what I was doing or getting
into. I went to class. Introduced myself.
Taught a lgebra. The pupils asked me if I
would stay till the end of the school year. I
said I would stay until April. Then I introduced the su bject matter."
" Here are some of my general feelings .
The student teaching was nothing like I had
expected. The methods courses a re of little
use. One day of teaching is worth all the
days you could possibly have of instruction .
Discipline is no real problem here . I don 't
know if that was due to me or to the teacher
before me . Student teachers are young so
the pupils feel they can confide in them . I
find I was more relaxed in t~ front of the
class. Student teaching gets better as it goes
along."

..
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I have to be the unluckiest sports writer around this here school. Last .Friday night a
relative of mine came into the city from out-of-town and with going to the airport, bringing
her home, going out to eat, and catching up news she had, I couldn't make it to the
·basketball game the Golden Eagles played that night. I sent the paper's part-time basketball
expert and full-time mystic, Gary-Dale Stockmann, to cover the game in my place. I.
figured he was the only adequate replacement for me anyway. (Del Breckenfeld couldn't
make it.)
Things went along fine . I had a nice visit with my cousin from Texas and waited until
Saturday morning to get the results of our game in the paper. I opened the sports page of the
Tribune and looked in the long list of college games for the score of the Eagle-Illinois Tech
game. I found it and this is when I began to feel disappointment for missing the game. The
score read, "N .E. Illinois 87 Illinois 85 (4 ovts.)"
·
"Four overtimes!", I said to myself, "That has to be a misprint." I quickly thumbed
through the rest of the section for a short writeup of our game that usually appears stuck off
in the corner of a page somewhere. '.fhen the headline of a story caught my eye. It read:
"JOU IC LEADS NORTHEASTERN OVER ILL. TECH" I eagerly read the story which
tells how Bronco Jovic (not Jouic) was the hero in the game by sinking clutch free throws in
the final seconds, and leading all scorers in total points.
Jovic must have something with overtime basketball games. He was the hero in the
overtime victory against William Penn. two weeks ago and now comes to the fore again
under the pressure of overtime play.
By now I was almost sick "that I hadn't been able to get to the game. Good basketball
games, laced with excitement and pressure-packed shots are something that one just hates
to miss and when you have to get the details from a combination of the Chicago Tribune
and Mondo Stockmann you can appreciate the real thing that much more.
Well so much for that. Still on the subject of basketball, the PRINT's very own intramural team went down to defeat again last week as they played the Oldtimers. The game
was never really close and the PRINT Penguins only showed signs of life when the Old
fellows threw in their second string which includes Jay Katzman of multimedia who
looked like he thought the· teams were playing volleyball. I'm not saying that Jay wasn't
with it while he was playing, but the two teams were playing only half-court because one of
the side baskets was out of order and stuck up on the ceiling of the Gym. Somebody must
have forgotten to tell Jay, however, because as soon as he got the ball he ran down to the
other end of the court and spent two minutes looking for the basket. Finally someone
pointecl to the ceiling and with an embarrassed look he passed the ball and went with head
hanging down to the sidelines . Ataway Jay.
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IN THE ME.AN TIME,
IN BETWEEN TIME
by Ron Middleton

Interesting to note, there are gamblers
who deny the very existence of luck.
However, these people are hard pressed
to account, for the occasional player who
hits big after several nights of minor losses
and continues to win over periods of days
or even weeks. They also have no way of
explaining such matters as the winning of
Irish Sweepstakes, or the Mexican National Lottery. Luck has to be the only
word to fit these cases. Dictionaries declare that luck is the apparent tendency of
one person to be fortunate or unfortunate.
The operative word, here is "apparent."
You can say you were lucky because you
won the Irish Sweepstakes. You happened
to pick up the winning ticket. But it is only
an apparent tendency to luck. The next
day you could get a heart attack or lose
the money buying oil stock, or your wife,
yes, your beloved wife may throw the
ticket away in the trash. If the garbage
man found it, he'd say he was lucky. What
would you say of your.self?
In the mean time, the KNICKS (3-0)
and the CHICAGO 8 (3-0) find themselves locked atop of Tuesday's Green
Division. The KNICKS eliminated the
NO NAMES (2-1) from the undefeated
club by a score of 50-35; and the CHICAGO 8 rolled on to a 42-33 victory over
an aroused TKE 'B' team. It won't be long
• before the KNICKS and CHICAGO 8
will be dancing together in combat.
The METEORS (3-0) and the KOLVAS (3-0) of the Yellow Division continue to win. In a game against the UNDERDOGS (1-2) last week, the METE-

ORS overcame a slow start and in true
winning style defeated the UNDERDOGS 52-40. Despite their record, TKE
'A' (1-2) can be a problem presenting team
and the KOL VAS found this true in their
69-55 victory.
In between time, an interesting struggle
for power has developed in Thursday's
Red Division. The question is, who is
King? Could it be the POLISH MAFIA
(3-0)? - Possible! How about the COL TS
(3-0)? - Down Trigger! Or maybe the
PENGUINS (3-0)? - ff the weather is suitable. While the POLISH MAFIA was
away attending ceremonies in Poland, the
COLTS held off a BANDAIDE (1-3) ambush, winning in the last couple of minutes
47-34; and the PENGUINS physically
pushed the MIDGETS (0-4) off the court
winning 53-18. , ·
Over in the Blue Division, the stage has
been set for tomorrow's game between the
PISTONS (4-0) and the WARRIORS
(3-0). The WARRIORS have the ·shooters
and legs to knock down the PISTONS,
should be quite a game. The PISTONS
last week held off the winless INDEPENDENTS (0-3) by a score of 50-44. In another classic battle, the WARRIORS
tipped the HOT DOGS (2-2) in a seesaw
battle 47-39. How about those OLDTIMERS (2-2) they · beat the PRINT
PENGUINS (0-3) 51-20!
For those who think: There's no road
back to childhood, but what fool would
care to go? There is no joy in playing
games whose final score we know.

*** * ***
This weekend NISC is visiting Wisconsin State University in Stevens Point Wis. to
compete in the ACU-1 region VIII play-offs. There are five people going there . Four will
compete in Table Tennis matches and we are sending one pe rson to enter the Pocket
Billiards competition. Those representing the school were chosen by the elimination tournaments that were held in the last trimester.
In Table Tennis, Marybeth O'Brian and Deana Yum will be in the Women's competition and Paul Hagan and Bill Pollakov will compete in the Men's tourney. All of them
will play in the singles and then will team up for the doubles competition.
Paul Bartels, who you may remember was the winner of the first Pocket Billiards
Tournament at Northeastern, will be the sole competitor in the billiards matches.
Stick with those Sox .
•

TUESDAY INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
(YELLOW DIVISION)

(GREEN DIVISION)

I. KNICKS
2. CHICAGO 8
3. NO NAMES
4. DERELICTS
5.TKE'B'
6. THUGS

3-0
3-0
2- I
I-2
0-3
0-3

194 - 79
133 - 105
125 - 123
133 - 121
86-150
88-191

The Women's Volleyball Team openecl their season with an overpowering victory over
• three Indiana teams. It all happened Saturday, February 7th, when ~oach Julie DeMano
(also the coach of the Women's Basketball team) took the first and second string volleyball
teams to Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana. The teams were there to compete in a
Sportsday against three Indiana teams-Ball State University, Indiana State University, and
Purdut! University. Both volleyball strings played and won each game they competed in.
The individual game results were as follows:
1st String: NISC vs BALL STATE- 1st game 15-2; 2nd game 15-3. NISC vs INDIANA
STATE - I st game 15-3; 2nd game 15-0. NISC vs PURDUE - I st game 15-1; 2nd game I 59. 2nd String: N !SC vs BALL ST ATE - 15-8; 15-2. N !SC vs BALL ST ATE (3rd string)
- 15-3; 15-4. NISC vs PURDUE- 15-3; 15-4.
The girls that participated in the sportsday are: 1st String: Lois Skiera (co-capt.); Linda
Larson (co-capt.); Carol Lindseth; Cecilia Boyle; Pam Havlick; Noreen C . 2nd String:
Mary Beth Ulaneck (capt.); Sandy Harrison; Peggy Jacobsen ; Sue Stermer; Caryn Spayer;
Rita Laskowski; Krickett Kanabay.
.
With the triumph the volleyball team made in Indiana we can only look forward to a
greater volleyball season than we've ever had . The next vo11eyball ga me will be February
24th when NISC competes against Chicago State. Check the gym area for other coming
volleyball games.
A special thanks from the girls who went to Ball State, goes to Alma Beals for her
unceasing loyalty to both teams , her invaluable assistance in coaching the 2nd string, and
for attempting to· keep the coach slme and out of the pleasant valley of fatigue. Alma,
~e' re glad we gotcha.

173-113
212 - 136
159 - 138
152 - 166
129-156
96 - 181

PISTONS
4-0
WARRIORS
3-0
HOT DOGS
2-2
OLD TIMERS
2-2
FORBIDDEN
I-2
INDEPENDENTS "0-3

217 - 161
164 - 87
210-172 ·
178 - 164
92 - 156
134- 159

7. PRINT PENGUIN 0- 3

57 - 153

METEORS
KOLVAS
TKE 'A'
HONEST8
UNDERDOGS
DESTRUCTORS

THURSDAY INTRAMURAL
(BLUE DIVISION)

(RED DIVISION)

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
OVERPOWERS INDIANA

3-0
3-0
I-2
I-2
I-2
0-3

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

POLISH MAFIA
COLTS
PENGUINS
AXE
BANDAIDES
PEACOCKS

7. MIDGETS

3-0
3-0
3-0
2-2
I~3
0-3

179 - 78
150 - 91
129 - 80
110-100
140 - 169
85 - 151

0-4

90 - 180

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

WOMEN WIPE-OUT WHEATON
by Sue Mason
Saturday, January 31st, the Women's Gymnastic Club outscored Wheaton not only in
total team points' but in every single event! Not one member of Wheaton's team placed in
any of the four events. The entire competition was dominated by the NISC Gymnastic
Club . The individual results were as follows:
HORSE VAULT-1st Lois Skiera ; 2nd Pat Gallagher; 3rd Pam Havlick. BALANCE
BEAM-1st Rose Tamura ; 2nd Davia Baldauf; 3rd Wendy Zierk. ALL AROUND-1st
Davia Baldauf; 2rid Rose Tamura. UNEVEN BARS-1st Rose Tamura ; 2nd Davia Baldauf; 3rd Pat Gallagher. FLOOR EXERCISE-I st Davia Baldauf; 2nd Rose Tamura; 3rd
Wendy Zierk .
In total team points NISC outscored Wheaton 93.40 to 35.19. This was the second Dual
Gymnastic Meet held at NISC. Congratualtions to Coach Betty Meyer and her Gymnastic
Club for their outstanding victory over Wheaton.

HOMECOMING NEXT WEEK

